
WEDNESDAY 20TH MAY

BEECH CLASS



GOOD MORNING EVERYONE. 
TODAY’S SUBJECTS ARE AS FOLLOWS…

1. Maths

2. English

3. Comprehension

4. Handwriting

5. Science 

Remember; Take time to have 
a little ‘space’ – have some 

time away from others during 
the day, to do something you 
like independently. Everyone 

will appreciate that ☺



LO:  MULTIPLY BY A 3 X 1 DIGIT NUMBER USING A 
FORMAL WRITTEN LAYOUT

• https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/arith-review-

multiply-divide/arith-review-multi-digit-mult/v/3-digit-times-1-

digit-example

You may found the following video link useful –
it shows what you will be doing today.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/arith-review-multiply-divide/arith-review-multi-digit-mult/v/3-digit-times-1-digit-example


Choose your level – again, refer to the 

examples above.

Answers on the next slide.





LO: TO WRITE SIMILES TO DESCRIBE A SETTING, 
CHARACTER OR ACTION.

Today you are going to combine what you have learnt about 
similes, and how you have seen them used in our class reader, 

‘Street Child’.

Think about how the characters in the workhouse have been 
described by the author. Combine that with similes of your own 

to describe the setting within the workhouse.

The next few slides will help with ideas… the link below is for a 
video to get you thinking about life ‘inside’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GX75XKoaKs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GX75XKoaKs


EXPERIMENTING WITH SIMILES – HERE ARE SOME IDEAS

The three-storey workhouse on York’s Huntington Road loomed up from the 

ground like a giant demonic cliff face. Pokey windows gazed down onto the 

street below as if they were eyes searching for new victims.

The sky was like…

The walls were as 
thick as…

It watched over the road like…



Here’s a word mat with words to describe settings…



Task: Write at descriptive paragraph/s about the setting inside a Victorian 
workhouse, including at least 3 similes in your description. 

Remember your non-negotiables, include plenty of high level adjectives and please 
indent at the start of your paragraph/s.



READING COMPREHENSION
LO: N/A

Read chapter 8, 
pages 64-67, 
up to the sentence about 
being ‘too big for a 
cuddle’.



Wednesday: This week’s spellings – copy 2 rows, of each of these 
spellings using consistent letter formation.

LO: Handwriting practise 

• Year 4

•baby       

•baby’s   

•babies    

•babies’   

•child 

• Year 5

•deceive  
•conceive   
•receive  
•perceive   
•ceiling



SCIENCE 5

LO: To explore air resistance.

In Science this term, you’re learning all about forces.

Begin by reading the following information carefully to find out what air resistance is:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zsxxsbk/articles/zxw6gdm

Then, watch the following video about air resistance:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpvs34j

Finally, answer the questions on the following slides in your green book.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zsxxsbk/articles/zxw6gdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpvs34j


Mark your own – answers tomorrow

Draw the picture in your book.



Mark your own – on last slide



Copy the picture.



CHALLENGE

Put on a big coat.  Hold the corners in your hands and run as 
fast as you can.  Then take the coat off and do the same run 
again.  Is it easier to run with or without the coat?  Draw a 
picture of you running with an arrow to show where the air 
resistance is pushing.



ANSWERS



• Remember to talk to someone on 
your Network Hand if you are 
worried about something

• If nobody is listening to your 
worries or there is nobody to talk 
to, you can call Childline on
08001111 - adults at Childline are 
used to talking to children with 
worries and can help you.


